
RENTING A VEHICLE:  

UC has secured car rental rates complete with insurance with most major car rental agencies.  When renting a 
vehicle the following steps should be followed:  

 Select a car rental agency and make sure you have the contract number for the selected agency.   
 Contact the agency, noting that you will be renting on a UC contract.  Provide the vendor with the 

contract number (below)  at the time of reservation.  
 Make sure the UC ID or CONTRACT number is cited on the rental agreement.   
 Unless the rental agency reflects the UC Recap Number somewhere on your rental agreement, then 

please perform the following last step. 
 Please write in the UC ID OR CONTRACT NUMBER next to the boxes requiring initials declining the 

liability coverage. 
 DO NOT purchase additional insurance.  
 Provide your UC corporate travel card or personal credit card.  
 Check the car for any damage prior to rental – and note that damage on the contract  
 Before returning the vehicle, get gas to return the level it was at the time you checked out.  The 

University will NOT reimburse you for gas purchased through the rental agency – as the cost is very 
high.  

 Check the car for damage prior to turning it in.  
 Return the vehicle per the agreement.  
 Retain the receipt for reimbursement  

Where do I find out the contract number for UCSF on different car rental agencies?  

To obtain the contract account numbers used to book the reservations, go to 
http://www.ucop.edu/purchserv/access.php, enter "car rental", click the agreement number and then open the 
Master Agreement document. The account number should be at the bottom of the first page or beginning of the 
second page.  

Company Name  Contract #  Reservation Phone #  Expiration Date  
National Rental, Inc 

Enterprise Rental  

084/OP/007 
 
084/OP/007 
UCSF XZ23G01 
                               

(800) 227-7368  
 
(800) 261-7331 

11/30/2010  
 
11/30/2010 
 

Hertz Corporation  084/OP/006 (800) 654-3131  06/18/2012  

Regarding Collision, optional damage, optional personal accident and optional supplemental liability 
protection:  
The UCSF Business and Risk Management Services Unit has clarified for the UCSF Fresno Program the 
proper steps to take in handling the issue of automobile and liability insurance every time an employee enters 
into a rental car agreement. 

Those contracts entered into by the University with car rental agencies include an obligation for the rental 
companies to include both loss and damage coverage to the automobile, plus liability insurance in the daily 
rental fee.  The University’s self-insurance program only goes into effect to reimburse for liability losses in 
excess of $100,000 for each person, $300,000 each accident, and $25,000 for property damage.  

Therefore, please initial the 3 boxes that state “renter declines optional/damage waiver, renter declines 
optional personal accident insurance, and renter declines optional supplemental liability protection.”  Please 



check before signing rental agreement that rental car agency is not charging an additional fee for this 
coverage.  
When renting vehicles in US territories, or foreign countries, employees must purchase additional insurance 
through the car rental agency 


